

Do you think that Molly Kretsch acted ethically when she chose to ignore the information provided to her about the unlawful discrimination that awaited the new female curator?

We now know that the curator was brought into the ARS's discriminatory environment, was subjected to harassment and discrimination by our male supervisor, and ultimately left.

YOU DECIDE: Why do women in power (such as Molly Kretsch) knowingly allow the careers of other women to be attacked, instead of adhering to U.S. antidiscrimination laws and enabling the women to be protected from abuse in accordance with U.S. laws?  

I strongly believe that my supervisor's harassing and discriminatory behaviors against every woman research scientist in his unit could have been stopped in 2008, if (among the many ARS administrators who were notified), there had been even one who was willing to follow U.S. antidiscrimination laws.















female candidates is hired into the curator position, (i.e. what makes

Area administrators believe that the new curator will somehow be immune

to Dr. Pantoja's discriminatory treatment, when the three current women

scientists were not). 

I strongly believe it is unconscionable to bring another woman into a

work environment that is demonstrably hostile to women, and I would hope

that the ARS would at least provide the selected candidate with the

following information before her employment begins:

- Every female research scientist in the unit has filed more than

one grievance detailing the abusive, discriminatory situation at SARU !

- EEO has been contacted by every female research scientist in the

unit, and lawsuits are certainly being seriously considered

- The RL blatantly demonstrates inequitable treatment when dealing

with women, (e.g., no woman has ever been appointed Acting-RL in Alaska,

whereas every male SY in Fairbanks has been given that career-building

opportunity, including GS 12 level scientists and those still on

probation)

However, perhaps these problems can be attenuated. Is it possible to

assign the new curator a mentor from another ARS unit for at least three

years? That would ensure oversight and continuity, in the (likely) event

that she finds herself the only female scientist in SARU and thereby

loses access to the knowledge base she'll need concerning the grievance

process, EEO, and other administrative information.

I am truly sorry to be bringing this situation to your attention.

However, another capable female scientist is about to have her life and

professional career irreparably damaged by accepting employment into

SARU, and this issue is weighing heavily on me. I will forever regret

that the ARS administrators did not warn me of the hostile work

environment for women before I accepted my current position. Thank you

for whatever help you can extend to SARU's future curator.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Bower

Research Food Technologist

Subarctic Agricultural Research Unit (SARU)

USDA ARS, Pacific West Area

360 O'Neill Building, University of Alaska

Fairbanks, AK 99775-7200

(907) 474-6732

Cindy.Bower@ars.usda.gov

Attachment: Curator/Horticulturist Candidates 





It's now August 2012, and I still regret that I ever accepted employment with the USDA Agricultural Research Service, a U.S. federal agency that openly allowed discrimination against all of their women research scientists in Alaska. 




My career was irreparably damaged by my ARS supervisor, but he didn't do it alone. He was aided by every ARS administrator (and human resources employee) who saw the evidence (of harassment, discrimination, and retaliation being perpetrated against me and the other women), but chose to ignore ARS ethical codes, U.S. laws, and their own basic humanity.








